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            This week we ride with this beautiful bunch. Welco
            
	                
	            	                    [image: This week we ride with this beautiful bunch. Welcome to Portugal! 🇵🇹🌊]
        
    



    
        
            
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Wow, that’s about 4 seasons in 1 beach morning 😅 🌤️🌧️ #alentejocoasttrail]
        
    



    
        
            Spring has sprung at the barn 🤩🌼🌱☀️
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            Some rain 🌧️, some sun 😎  #alentejocoasttr
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            Rain clouds 🌧️ and cute ears 🐴
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            It has been warmer 😅
Spring can be 4 seasons in
            	                    [image: It has been warmer 😅 Spring can be 4 seasons in 1 day. For this Alentejo Coast Trail we started with Portuguese wintery weather 😉]
        
    



    
        
            About today. Saturday! Where did the rest of the w
            
	                
	            	                    [image: About today. Saturday! Where did the rest of the week go? 🧐]
        
    



    
        
            Today’s ride brought us to the Campilhas dam. #n
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Today’s ride brought us to the Campilhas dam. #nofilter only a Saharan dust cloud 😉]
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            Yesterday was the longest day on the road in this 
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Yesterday was the longest day on the road in this Alentejo Coast Trail. Fun fun fun 🤩]
        
    



    
        
            On the road, through the reeds 😁  #alentejocoas
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            This was yesterday, first day of the first Alentej
            
	                
	            	                    [image: This was yesterday, first day of the first Alentejo Coast Trail in 2024 🤠🌊]
        
    



    
        
            A few hours of juicy green pasture time to get the
            
	                
	            	                    [image: A few hours of juicy green pasture time to get the batteries fully charged for the next trail 🔋]
        
    



    
        
            That was exciting! Big and small, they all made it
            	                    [image: That was exciting! Big and small, they all made it to the other side! 😄💦]
        
    



    
        
            The rains made this place look lush 🌱👌
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            	                    [image: Greetings from Austral… uhm Portugal! 🇵🇹😉 Walking in the eucalyptus forest 🌱]
        
    



    
        
            We were so cold, but look at that endless empty be
            
	                
	            	                    [image: We were so cold, but look at that endless empty beach we got to ride on! 😍]
        
    



    
        
            Today! Great times with sunshine, blue skies and h
            	                    [image: Today! Great times with sunshine, blue skies and horse friends 🐴]
        
    



    
        
            At it again! 🤩 #dolphintrail
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            Splish Splash! 💦
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            One day, two completely different views 🌊🌿 #
            
	                
	            	                    [image: One day, two completely different views 🌊🌿 #dolphintrail #beachride]
        
    



    
        
            About today. Sandy tracks and good company 🌳
            	                    [image: About today. Sandy tracks and good company 🌳]
        
    



    
        
            Go to the Alentejo, they said. It’s a very dry a
            	                    [image: Go to the Alentejo, they said. It’s a very dry area, they said. 😅 It’s true though, it ís a very dry area. We’re happy we got some rain recently. It helps the grass grow. 🌱 And as you can see, it makes the ride a tad more spectacular 🤠]
        
    



    
        
            Yessss! 2024 has started with the Dolphin Trail. W
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Yessss! 2024 has started with the Dolphin Trail. We’re on the road 🤩  #dolphintrail]
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[image: Akvilė Kontenienė]
Akvilė Kontenienė12:43 20 Mar 24
It was THE BEST holidays! We had so much laughter, amazing horses, tasty food and wine. It was a pleasure to meet...  Miguel and see incredible Portugal nature in all the possible ways. 
I would love to come to another trail to meet the Lusitanos and Miguel again!read more


[image: Nerissa Romero]
Nerissa Romero17:52 16 Jun 22
Half of our tour group were all repeat clients from all over Europe.  It’s not hard to figure out why…this trip...  exceeded all expectations.
If a picture is worth a thousand words then the real thing is worth so many countless more.  A photo can never explain the sound of the ocean waves crashing in your ear as you gallop down an endless beach as the sun rises.  Nor does it relay the feel of the excitement in the horses when they know they get to go for a canter, I think they truly love their job.  You also can’t capture the essence of riding through the eucalyptus forests and fields of wild chamomile in a photo…Like a spa but on horseback!
Upmost care and concern is given to the horses, they came first always.  Horses were all well paired to their riders. Meals on the trail are modest but filling and tasty.  The landscapes and the scenery are amazing, from rolling hills and farmland, to beaches and sand dunes, Cork and eucalyptus forests to cactus farms.  Schedules and routes are very well planned so it’s a good balance of a riding and still down time for relaxing.  Accommodations are clean, comfortable and charming, a very authentic Portuguese experience.  Thank you to Miguel and crew for what was truly the vacation of a lifetime. 
Nerissa Romero 🇨🇦read more


[image: Claudia Kirchfeld]
Claudia Kirchfeld06:06 22 Nov 21
Toller guide, sehr gute Pferde und ein sehr spannender und abwechslungsreicher Ritt.


[image: Tricia Malloy Allison]
Tricia Malloy Allison19:27 21 Nov 21
We had a fabulous week with Miguel and his horses this past week! Miguel is a wonderful host and great company! His...  horses are fit, well-trained, and super-responsive. We had lovely accommodations, and the rides allowed for us to experience many different vistas in the Alentejo region of Portugal. 
Thank you for a very memorable week!!!read more


[image: Jeannine Rasinger]
Jeannine Rasinger10:12 23 Aug 20
Thank you for that great week!! We had a lot of fun and action and pleasure!!!!! Great time with great horses! Thank...  you Miguel for leading us!!read more


[image: Desiree Charlesworth]
Desiree Charlesworth19:01 24 Nov 19
Huge thanks to Miguel and Dennis for making our week soo memorable..
And to the great team of horses .. especially...  my Cora Jaso.. 💕🦄read more


[image: Margaret Shier]
Margaret Shier03:29 09 Nov 19
Fantastic holiday on the Dolphin Trail!   The trail was beautiful and the pace was great...nice long canters on an...  enjoyable horse.  Add in delicious food and lovely accommodation and I was a happy rider.  Thanks for a great week, Miguel and Dennis!read more


[image: Mary Tyson]
Mary Tyson21:05 13 Oct 19
All the horses are well cared for and enjoy their work. The scenary is magnificent and very peaceful and quiet. Miguel ...  was wonderful, considerate and good fun. He obviously  is a true horseman. We all  learnt so much about the area, the cork plantations, pine forests...overall a wonderful week with great bb q's at lunchtime thanks to Dennis who also played his quitar so beautifully for us as we rested under the trees after  lunch. 
Thank you Miguel. ..A holiday  with many happy memories.read more


[image: Marci Livingston Mauthe]
Marci Livingston Mauthe16:42 23 Jun 19
I had a great time riding the Dolphin Trail with Miguel and a terrific group of new friends!  The Lusitano horses were...  beautiful, the hotels were great, the scenery is gorgeous, and the food was wonderful. It was a fast paced, fun experience.read more


[image: Andrea Cotton]
Andrea Cotton19:54 16 Jun 19
Our group had a truly memorable time in Portugal. From our amazing horses, top class guide and amazing food and wine....  Loved it!!!read more


[image: Becky A. Scott]
Becky A. Scott15:16 02 Jun 19
A wonderful experience!   I highly recommend them!


[image: Erin Marie Pace]
Erin Marie Pace18:38 09 Apr 19
I've been on a lot of great trips over the years but this truly was the best week of my life. Great horses, great...  friends, great views and so much laughter!! A dream come true!read more


[image: Debbie Pace]
Debbie Pace10:48 01 Apr 19
Miguel and Dennis were the perfect guides and hosts. The country is lovely as are the people in it. Accommodations and...  food were perfect as were the lovely horses that took great care of everyone. Highly recommend this experience ❤️🏇🏇🏇read more


[image: Julie Doyle]
Julie Doyle11:43 08 Mar 19
Miguel and Dennis our hosts made this equestrian adventure an experience of a lifetime. Portugal is magical,  the...  people, food  wine and country side.read more


[image: Lola Schneider]
Lola Schneider08:32 18 Feb 19
Unglaubliche Woche mit tollen Pferden und tollen Menschen. Perfekte Organisation! Best Week of the year 😍


[image: Pierre Say]
Pierre Say12:48 05 Jan 19
Rien a redire concernant les chevaux bien dressés et  endurants sans surprise les étapes agréables fleuries si on...  rencontre deux voitures c'est le maximum pas ou peu de clôtures à franchir pas de goudrons l'hébergement et la nourriture au top le pique nique de midi super allez y doncread more


[image: Ros Stockdale]
Ros Stockdale11:04 15 Oct 18
I've just had an amazing riding  holiday in Portugal, lovely horses which are really cared for, great hosts,...  accommodation and fantastic outriding along with cantering on the beach. What a week. Thankyouread more


[image: Valentijn Engelen]
Valentijn Engelen11:12 16 Sep 18
The best riding holiday I ever did!! Amazing horses and landscapes, perfect guide!


[image: Mary Louise Flannery Gilroy]
Mary Louise Flannery Gilroy09:48 16 Sep 18
i recommend absolutely everything as it is 5 star all the way. You will not go wrong. Migel is simply the best in every...  way. I would choose to ride with him every chance i got. He is a true professional. 
Dennis is also a GEM. Great cook and a huge help in every way. Not a bad card player either.
Raides Vicentinos is very fortunate to have them as employees.read more


[image: Philippe Peeters]
Philippe Peeters09:44 16 Sep 18
Amazing holiday!!!


[image: Carolyn Gilroy]
Carolyn Gilroy09:36 16 Sep 18
The best horseback riding vacation we have ever been on!! Miguel is amazing, as are all the hotels and hosts....  Perfection!read more


[image: Maxi Menü]
Maxi Menü09:55 27 Aug 18
A perfect week goes fast to the end �
Thank you all for the wonderful week!
We see us on the next Trail!


[image: Marc Delehaye]
Marc Delehaye14:45 26 Aug 18
It is a very very good trip!!!


[image: Marine Rice]
Marine Rice13:29 16 Jul 18
Thank you very much for this amazing week with great horses and great people!


[image: Ale Sarto]
Ale Sarto20:46 15 Jul 18
La vacanza è stata perfetta. Ottima compagnia, posti bellissimi, guida super professionale.
Miguel è un ottimo...  condottiero, i suoi cavalli sono meravigliosi e galoppare sull’oceano è un sogno divenuto realtà. Super! A+++++read more


[image: Jo Richardson]
Jo Richardson16:32 09 Mar 18
This holiday is amazing! We had torrential rain, hail, wind and even thunder but that didn’t matter it’s such a good...  trip. The hotels are beautiful, scenery breathtaking and food delicious. The horses are superb .. beautifully cared for and so happy in their work. Everyone is super friendly and you are made to feel very welcome even by the villagers who come out to give you a wave as you pass! I cannot recommend this trip highly enough!read more


[image: Christina Svenningsen]
Christina Svenningsen21:00 03 Jun 17
Fantastic holiday! Went with my two teenage daughters - this is a great way to explore, be active and have a great time...  together. The food is surprisingly good!! Enjoyed every minute.read more


[image: Marjorie Daley]
Marjorie Daley16:40 21 Apr 17
Great horses, great guide, great food. Beautiful country and riding on the beach was the experience of a lifetime.


[image: Amy R Griffing]
Amy R Griffing11:04 02 Apr 17
Raides Vicentions puts the effort in to make each groups trip an experience full of great memories and wonderful...  moments. What I like most about them is the effort of care that they give not ONLY the guests, but the horses as well. It can be expensive to give quality care to both and still make it an affordable trip for the traveler. The Horses are very well cared for and seem to love the job that they do. The staff,( from the groom/ stable hand, assistant, guide, the hotels they stay at, and the restaurants where we ate ) all give great service and attempt to accommodate requests.  Enjoyed my trip so much, I am going BACK again in a few months.read more


[image: Yentl Stulens]
Yentl Stulens16:14 25 Mar 17



[image: Nancy Paulussen]
Nancy Paulussen15:56 25 Mar 17



[image: Vanessa Parachou]
Vanessa Parachou06:57 17 Feb 17



[image: Lili Sofar]
Lili Sofar20:09 15 Feb 17
GREAT!!!!!!!! :)
Very nice horses, very nice people, splendid landscapes, excellent and long galops in the forests...  and on the beach, good food, confortable hotels.
Thank you all :)
Sophie (riding Cigano)read more


[image: Hija DE LA Luz]
Hija DE LA Luz12:37 13 Nov 16



[image: Jilke Struck]
Jilke Struck17:49 06 Oct 16



[image: Iria Marquès]
Iria Marquès07:54 13 Aug 16
Great days. Great horses, landscapes and team and good hotels to rest at night.
But be aware: not for grumpies or...  beginners unless they don't care about being wrecked at the end of the day :)read more


[image: Katharina Bodmann]
Katharina Bodmann21:22 14 Jul 16



[image: Jessica Greeven]
Jessica Greeven16:43 22 Nov 15
What an amazing holiday! Great horses, fantastic rides,.. I had a great time!


[image: An Vleugels]
An Vleugels18:10 09 Nov 15
Very good and relaxing holiday with fantastic horses, great canters, beautiful landscapes and excellent food.


[image: Amy Raye Neron Griffing]
Amy Raye Neron Griffing10:39 06 Sep 15
Was the most amazing vacation. Well done, great horses, and just a marvelous week of riding and seeing the country...  side. Already wishing I could be back for more. Would recommend this for any good rider that likes saddle time and wonderful views.read more


[image: Do Anezok]
Do Anezok17:57 17 Jul 15



[image: Eva Waas]
Eva Waas10:58 07 Jul 15
super horses , great trail , a lot of fun on this trail,  i come again


[image: Barbara Kohmanns]
Barbara Kohmanns19:55 06 Mar 15



[image: Wil Freriks]
Wil Freriks15:52 28 Jan 15
Nice people, very nice horses, beautiful rides!


[image: Kathleen Van Walle]
Kathleen Van Walle19:18 25 Jan 15



[image: Pferdeosteopathie Kaja Jarosch]
Pferdeosteopathie Kaja Jarosch10:50 18 Jan 15
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